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Abstract. Complex factors with the electronic noise, X-ray scattering and
uneven illumination often disturb the image registration. A new algorithm was
proposed in this paper. The improved phase correlation algorithm based on log
polar transformation was used to calculate parameters, such as rotation, scaling
and translation. Then, the Harris corner matching points were extracted in
overlapping positions and purified by the improved Ransac algorithm. Finally,
images were processed by NSCT transform algorithm to make the image joint
seemed smooth and natural. Experiments confirmed that, the new algorithm is
accurate and efficient, and has high robustness to complex environment.
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1 Introduction

In medical images, panoramic image equipment is very expensive and the visual field
of most medical imaging devices is limited [1]. Using image stitching technology [2–4]
to generate panoramic images has low cost and good effect, but under the influence of
complex factors, the result details are blurred. With the development of computer and
multimedia technology, the requirement of real-time network transmission of mosaic
video images is becoming higher and higher [5–7].

In view of the above problems, a new image registration and stitching algorithm
was proposed. First, using the improved phase correlation algorithm of logarithmic
polar coordinate transformation to calculate the parameters of scaling, rotation and
translation, and estimate the overlapped region. Then, the Harris corner points were
extracted and the Ransac algorithm [8, 9] was improved to accurately purify the
matching points. Finally, the NSCT transformation algorithm [10] was used and the
fusion strategy was formulated to further solve the splicing joint.
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2 Improvement of Logarithmic Polar Coordinate

In order to improve the robustness of different environments, this paper uses the polar
coordinate transformation to improve the phase correlation algorithm, which can adapt
to the situation of rotation, scaling and displacement.
Step 1: The image I1ðx; yÞ and I2ðx; yÞ are converted to I 01ðu; vÞ after Fourier transform.
When I1 and I2 exist translation, rotation, and scaling, the relationship is:

I2ðx; yÞ ¼ I1ðkxcosh0 þ kysinh0 � Dx;�kxsinh0 þ kyconsh0 � DyÞ ð1Þ

k is scaling ratio, h0 is rotation angle, and Dx and Dy are translation distances.

I 02ðu; vÞ ¼
e�j2pðuDxþ vDyÞ

k2
I 01ððucosh0 þ vsinh0Þ=k; ð�usinh0 þ vcosh0Þ=kÞ ð2Þ

Step 2: q ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2 þ v2

p
, h ¼ arctanðu=vÞ, transform the space of the image to the log-

arithmic polar space:

I 02ðqcosh; qsinhÞ
�� �� ¼ I 01ðqcos(h� h0Þ=k; qsin(h� h0Þ=kÞ

�� �� ð3Þ

Step 3: g ¼ log q, g0 ¼ log k, M1 and M2 are the models of I 01 and I 02,
M2ðg; hÞ ¼ M1ðg� g0; h� h0Þ. The conjugate power spectrum of M2ðu; vÞ is M�

2ðu; vÞ.
After normalization, the cross power spectrum of the image is expressed as follows:

M1ðu; vÞM�
2ðu; vÞ

M1ðu; vÞM�
2ðu; vÞ

�� �� ¼ e�j2pðug0 þ vh0Þ ð4Þ

Step 4: After the inverse Fourier transform, the impulse function is obtained.

F�1½e�j2pðug0 þ vh0Þ� ¼ dðg� g0; h� h0Þ ð5Þ

The position of the peak of impulse function means the size of the scaling ratio k and
the angle h0 of rotation. Inverse transform I2 according to the scaling ratio and the
rotation angle, then the translation distance ðDx;DyÞ is calculated with I1 by the phase
correlation method.

3 Registration and Feature Purification

3.1 Corner Extraction

The Harris algorithm detects the corner points by the change of the gray level after
moving the local sliding window. Make Iðx; yÞ a gray value at ðx; yÞ, wðx; yÞ is a Gauss
filter, and the horizontal vertical position of the window is u and v. Eðu; vÞ is an
autocorrelation function in any direction, that is the sum of gray scale error in the
window. The expressions of Eðu; vÞ and wðx; yÞ are as follows:
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Eðu; vÞ ¼
X
x;y

wðx; yÞ½Iðxþ u; yþ vÞ � Iðx; yÞ�2 wðx; yÞ ¼ 1
2pr2

e�
ðx2 þ y2Þ

2r2 ð6Þ

The Gauss window function wðx; yÞ increases the weight of pixels near the center point.
Iðxþ u; yþ vÞ � Iðx; yÞ is the gradient of the image, r is the standard deviation. After
the formula (6) is carried out by Taylor’s expansion and neglecting the high term, the
matrix form of Eðu; vÞ and M are as follows.

Eðu; vÞ ffi ½u; v�M u
v

� �
M ¼

X
x;y

wðx; yÞ I2x IxIy
IxIy I2y

� �
¼ wðx; yÞ � I2x IxIy

IxIy I2y

� �
ð7Þ

Ix and Iy are the partial derivatives of the x; y. A ¼ I2x � w, B ¼ I2y � w, C ¼ ðIxIyÞ � w,
the corner response function is shown by the following formula.

R ¼ det M � kðtrMÞ2 ¼ ðAB� C2Þ2 � kðAþBÞ2 ð8Þ

The rD and srD are the scale space integral and the differential factor respectively and
matrix M is expressed as:

M ¼ sr2Dwðx; y; rDÞ �
I2x ðx; y; srDÞ Ixðx; y; srDÞIyðx; y; srDÞ
Ixðx; y; srDÞIyðx; y; srDÞ I2y ðx; y; srDÞ

� �
ð9Þ

3.2 Feature Registration

After the corner points are extracted, the feature matching is performed by the nor-
malized cross correlation coefficient. The feature point is centered in a square window
x. The NCC value as a matching principle. �I1 and �I2 are the mean value of the gray
level of the square window pixels to be matched. When the matching method based on
NCC is affected by illumination, scale transformation and noise, the matching accuracy
is reduced. Window size is 2N þ 1ð Þ � 2N þ 1ð Þ. �I1, �I2 and NCC are expressed as
follows:

�I1 ¼ 1

2Nþ 1ð Þ2
X
x;y2x

I1 x; yð Þ

�I2 ¼ 1

2Nþ 1ð Þ2
X
x;y2x

I2 x; yð Þ

NCC ¼

P
x;y2x

I1 x; yð Þ � �I1½ � I2 x; yð Þ � �I2½ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
x;y2x

I1 x; yð Þ � �I1½ �2
r ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

x;y2x
I2 x; yð Þ � �I2½ �2

r
ð10Þ
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3.3 Ransac Algorithm Improvement and Splicing

In order to reduce error matching, an improved Ransac algorithm can eliminate the
mismatch feature points. Nine matching points are more convenient to verify the
temporary model, it can timely re-select the random sample set.

The maximum and minimum of the coordinates of the matching points are selected
from the reference image I1. The matching feature points are divided into M*M blocks.
This paple takes M = 6. Randomly select 9 different blocks in the I1 and randomly
select a matching point from each of the 9 blocks to constitute the sample set with
9 corresponding matching points in image I2. As shown in the following formula,
h11, …, h32 are degree of freedom.

x
y
1

2
4

3
5 ¼ h

x0

y0

1

2
4

3
5 ¼

h11 h12 h13
h21 h22 h23
h31 h32 1

2
4

3
5 x0

y0

1

2
4

3
5 ð11Þ

Check whether ninth pairs of matching points are support sets for the basic matrix
of the temporary model, if not, 9 pairs of matching points are re-selected. Repeat the
Step 2, if it is the support set, the temporary model matrix h is considered as a candidate
matrix h. Iteratively calculates the minimum value of the error function E of the

matching point pairs, and updates the matrix h, E¼PP
i¼1

e2i ¼
PP
i¼1

½I2ðx0i; y0iÞ � I1ðxi; yiÞ�2.

3.4 Image Fusion

The NSCT algorithm is composed of non sampling Pyramid and non sampling
directional filters. While maintaining the translation invariance, it has good direction
selectivity, time frequency localization, and multi-resolution characteristics.
Step 1: Suppose Aðx; yÞ and Bðx; yÞ are the overlapped regions. After multiscale
decomposition, it can get a series of subband Ak

l and Bk
l , l = 1, 2, 3, …, L, L is the

largest number of layers of decomposition.
Step 2: For the low frequency subband, the image change is slow, and the direct
average fusion method is used, AB0

L ¼ ðA0
L þB0

LÞ
�
2.

Step 3: For the high frequency sub-band, it reflects the sensitive edges and details of the
human eye. Using high frequency subband weighted fusion method based on regional
variance saliency. As shown in formula (12):

ABk
l ðx; yÞ ¼

ð1� wÞAk
l þwBk

l GðAÞ�GðBÞ
wAk

l þð1� wÞBk
l GðAÞ\GðBÞ M� T

�

Ak
l GðAÞ�GðBÞ

Bk
l GðAÞ\GðBÞ M\T

�
8>><
>>:

w ¼ 0:5� 0:5
1�M
1� T

� 	 ð12Þ

Step 4: Reconstructed image and output fused image.
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4 Experimental Results and Analysis Conclusion

As shown in Fig. 1(f)–(h) are the energy distributions of (a) (b), (a) (c), (a) (d) impulse
function respectively. According to the information of large peak parameters, the
location of overlapping regions is roughly estimated to reduce the extraction range of
feature points in precise registration. Because there is no overlap area in (a) (e), so there
is no maximum prominence peak in (i).

Figure 2 compares the NCC matching method with the new method. (a) is the
result of NCC matching, threshold selection is 0.6. Because of the low resolution, there
are a lot of mismatching points. (b) is the result of the improved Ransac algorithm in
this paper, the mismatch was removed. (c)–(g) are the matching results under the
changes of scaling, noise, rotation, brightness and perspective transformation. (h) is the
result of mixing the scaling, rotation and the perspective transformation.

(a)Image1 (b) Image2 (c) b noise+fuzzy (d)b illumination+rotation (e) Image3      

(f)ab impulse function (g)ac impulse function (h)ad impulse function (i)ae impulse function

Fig. 1. Distribution of impulse function

(a)NCC matching (b)After improvement (c)Scaling            (d)Noise 

(e)Rotation                    (f)Brightness                  (g)Perspective    (h)Mixed 

Fig. 2. Image registration
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Table 1 is the transformation matrix and corners information of the Fig. 2(c)–(h).
The table sets up the parameter values of the degree of freedom for the matrix H
between images, and describes the number of points in the image and the number of the
matched corners.

Figures 3 and 4 are the comparison of stitching results, (a) is a image of before
stitching. (b)–(d) are the results of direct stitching, average gradient stitching and new
method stitching. After the fusion and reconstruction of the decomposed low frequency
and high frequency subbands, (d) shows the image joint is more smooth and more
clear.

Table 1. Corner registration and transformation matrix

Scaling Noise Rotation

H 1.4396 −0.0363 75.5787 0.9102 −0.0404 75.4524 0.8076 −0.6124 34.1210

−0.0279 1.4439 33.8658 −0.0323 0.9288 34.2291 0.6703 0.7795 −41.4569

−0.0004 −0.0004 1.0000 −0.0005 −0.0005 1.0000 0.0001 0.0002 1.0000

Right image 64 117 168

Matching points 16 18 15

Brightness Perspective Mixed

H 0.9666 0.0003 75.2576 0.7379 −0.1229 80.2946 1.1633 0.3355 44.1548

−0.0203 0.9974 33.2290 −0.0477 1.1097 6.3354 −0.0723 1.2982 21.4007

−0.0002 0.0000 1.0000 −0.0018 0.0009 1.0000 −0.0001 0.0013 1.0000

Right image 107 176 147

Matching points 22 16 15

(a) Before stitching  (b) Direct (c) Average gradient (d) This paper

Fig. 3. Comparison of lungs stitching results

(a) Before stitching    (b) Direct (c) Average gradient (d) This paper

Fig. 4. Comparison of hip stitching results
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5 Conclusion

The new algorithm improves the phase correlation algorithm by using the logarithmic
polar coordinate transformation, so that it can adapt to the situation of scaling, rotation
and translation between the images adaptively. After using NCC normalized cross-
correlation coefficient to extract Harris corners at overlapping positions, the improved
Ransac algorithm is used to precisely purify, optimize model parameters. In the mosaic
process, we use NSCT transform algorithm to design fusion strategy, which solves the
problem of noise accuracy, low resolution and low contrast interference and saves the
cost of medical equipment.
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